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We are proud to present
Honouring Eva’s 2018 Annual
Report. Most of all, we feel
incredibly grateful for all
donations we again received this
year. Touched by the generosity
of the donors and by the
reactions of the students able to
start or continue the training
due to these financial heroes!
2018 has been an amazingly
busy year with the raffle and
International Core Convention.
At the start of 2019 we took
same quiet time. Coupled with
some changes in our Committee
we feel ready to make new steps
in our journey. And we love
sharing them with you in this
report!
With love,
Honouring Eva Foundation
Committee
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Accomplishments in
2018
A very succesfull raffle
(€ 7.050,-)
A new website
A new Facebook-page
Book & Art sale
A fundraising diner
with recital
Sales and exposure at
the International Core
Convention
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Raffle’s Grand Prize
New York Appartment
‘The Grand Prize is a once in a lifetime
experience of New York literally from a
Higher Plane. The penthouse views are
mesmerizing and totally exciting, and we
got to enjoy them from the lap of luxury.
An immensely generous prize and
unforgettable from start to finish.’
Grand Prize Winner K.M.
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Incoming funding

Support provided

Donations_€4.153
Events_€356
Raffle_€7.050
Core4Core_€12.852
Book_sale_€33

Students supported_16
Total amount_€33.000
Loans_5
Amount_€10.140
Scholarships_9
Amount_€22.860

Students supported since 2012_104
Scholarships since 2012_€160.274
Loans since 2012_€ 49.770
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Financial Report Honouring Eva Foundation
Year 2018 (in comparison to 2017)

Balance sheet
Assets

Liabilities

2018

2017

€ 0,00

€ 0,00

€ 22.150,00

€ 19.970,00

Result financial year

Payment account

€ 2.015,79

€ 17.732,02

Provision irrecoverable loans (30%)

Savings account

€ 21.279,36

€ 6.275,89

€ 45.445,15

€ 43.977,91

Contribution Core4core
Student loans

General reserve

2018
€ 37.986,91

€ 24.272,25

€ 813,24

€ 13.714,66

€ 6.645,00

€ 45.445,15

Proceeds from student contributions
Raffle
Contribution Core4core

2018
€ 4.152,68

Transfer to provision irrecoverable loans

€ 7.050,00

€ 0,00

€ 12.852,00

€ 10.390,00
€ 33,43

€ 79,03

€ 24.444,11

€ 33.530,76

€ 22.860,00

€ 17.750,00

€ 654,00

€ 1.965,00

€ 0,00

€ 0,00

€ 116,87

€ 101,10

Banking costs
€ 23.630,87
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€ 22.299,68
€ 762,05

Foundation costs

Result

2017

€ 356,00

Book sale

Scholarships provided

€ 5.991,00

€ 43.977,91

Statement of Income and Expenditure
Donations

2017

€ 813,24

€ 19.816,10
€ 13.714,66
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Goals for
2019/2020
Raising 30K in funding
Launching our auction
Creating greater visibility for
the Foundation
Deepening relationships to
our donors
Finding new avenues for
funding
Evaluating the application
procedure
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Changes in the
Committee in 2019
This is a year of changes in
composition of the Committee.
With deep gratitude for there
contribution we said ‘farewell’
to Sandra and Marcel. Sandra
has been our chairwoman for
the past two years and Marcel
has supported the Foundation
in multiple ways, especially in
his great contribution to
previous year’s raffle.
And we say ‘hello’ to our
new fresh members Riet and
Corinne. Both
enthusiastically jumped into
our Committee, with a
particular vibe for expanding
the Fund-raising together
with Cees. Out of their
inspiration and energy this
year’s auction has arisen.
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Want to know
more

Click on the [links] below

[Foundation]
[Donation]
[Application]
[Getting into contact
with us]
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With a BIG BIG BIG THANK YOU to
all people who helped to support
this new generation!
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